
remains of a black crow. Was this
a sign of witchcraft or voodoo?
Roxy could not answer such a
testing question so she just rolled
on the corpse – and our fate was
sealed!

The next event saw Chunderous
trying to offer herself as a virgin
sacrifice. She tried,
unsuccessfully to impale herself
on a pole (and has the scars to
prove it). Sadly her attempts to
assuage the forces of darkness did
not work (who was she trying to
kid anyway? – she’s been hashing
for years).

Meanwhile, back on the trail, I
was just making a mental note to
compliment the hare on some
great farming and green welly
countryside when the forces of
the solstice read my thoughts.
Within the space of the next mile
or so we experienced (according
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Grand Master :
Shagger

(Steve Goodenough)
01483 416625 (h)

Joint Master:
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(Dave Bruggen)
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Dr. Death

(Peter Fleming)
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Trail Master :
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(John Piper)
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DapperHasherie:
 FirstOn (Jeanna)
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FRB (Peter Hughes)
01932 886747 (h)
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01372-459343(F)
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They say that strange things
happen around the summer
solstice and this year’s run saw
some very peculiar events. To
name but a few – a respectably
large pack despite the ominous
combination of hare and venue
(remember the last trail Kaffir laid
from Ockley?), a trail that lasted
not 45 minutes or even 3 to 4
hours but a very well judged 1.5
hours and no reference to the
World Cup, England or David
Seamen.

Things started well and the first
sign that the druids were amongst
us came when Roxy (one of our
four-legged hashers) found the

Leith Hill which was probably
nearer W or NW. Where were the
GIS bearers when you needed
them? Were the celestial bodies
playing games with us?

There was certainly something
very strange going on in that part
of Surrey but the next incident
took the biscuit. The pack were
minding their own business (when
they should have been checking)
when suddenly the Rolling Stones
appeared on their way back to
their mobile home site after a
morning stroll. As if that wasn’t
bad enough, they offered advice
on directions back to Ockley and
before we could ask for an
autograph, they were gone. The
pack were just discussing their
favourite Stones track when who
should walk past (according to

to Bald Eagle – who understands
these things apparently) bitumen
with stone chippings, concrete
slab, single layer bitumen waring
course and full Highways Agency
standard black top. He treated all
who could be bothered to listen to
a lecture on said road surfaces.

On 55 minutes, things got much
worse. As the pack tackled a stile,
there it was for the entire pack to
see –a symbolic hare had been
sacrificed. Who could have sent
such a message? Had the local
coven been celebrating the solstice
or was it a hasher with a memory
long enough to still be having
nightmares about the last Kaffir
run from Ockley?

Shortly after this omen,
Chipmonk’s compass started to
malfunction as he was certain that
we were heading south but we
seemed to be running towards

Redeye) but Dusty Springfield.
Clearly there was witchcraft afoot
because Dusty has been dead for
at least ten years (according to
others who know about these
things). Some might say that the
Stones have had their day too, but
that is another boring story.

The final straw came when the
pack came upon a clear symbol of
witchcraft – two check circles
within a metre of one another.
What could it mean? Was this the
centre of the solstice activities the
previous Friday? Had we reached
the epicentre of the dark forces?
Well apparently not. It was the
hare slipping for a moment into
old habits. He explained later that
one check was for the out trail and
one was for the in trail! Only high
wizards and above understood the

difference. As a result, the pack
were split between those
returning to the car park on the
out trail and those on the in trail.
Well done Kaffir!!

Downdowns were awarded to
Rachel (of St Helena fame) and
Olie as virgins. They were then
dragged back into the circle
because they both had new
shoes!! Chunderous was
punished for trying to sacrifice
herself and Olie’s mum for
allowing poor Olie to remain a
virgin until he was 28 years old.
Rachel was called back in (for
more lemonade) to be punished
for asking directions and Mrs
Scud for following the virgins
rather that leading them by
example. Tim Walters was
rewarded for returning (he must

STRANGE HAPPENINGS AT
SUMMER SOLSTICE HASH

Date 23-Jun-02

Hare Kaffir n Terri

Venue Ockley

On On Inn on the Green
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Receding Hareline:

POLESDEN LACY THIS WEDNESDAY

This coming Wednesday 26th, Polesden  Lacy
A Comedy - by Will Shakespear:

Love’s Labours Lost

The plan is to picnic on the lawn in front of Poles-
den Lacy at 6 pm for 6.30. You will need food,
drink, something to sit on, and appropriate enthusi-
asm - the usual hash atmosphere in other words.
See you there!

be mad) and Herr Flick, after kindly donating a tea bag he had found
on the ground in the car park to the hash, was awarded a cup of tea.
Finally, SH3’s very own ghostbuster Redeye (who had been much
overworked on this hash) was rewarded for spotting Dusty
Springfield.   Aren’t we lucky that there are only two solstices
(spelling) in each year?

On-On, Stilton.

Directions:

Take A25 from Dorking towards Guildford. 1¾ (1 3/4) miles
after going under railway bridge in Gomshall, dual
carriageway starts. Turn left here onto A248 signed Albury.
Follow this for 2½ (2 1/2) miles to sign for the Percy
Arms on right. Turn left here, over level crossing, and
continue for ¾ (3/4) mile to crossroads. Turn left for ¼ (1/4)
mile, passing the On-On, and where road turns sharp left,
drive straight ahead into the run carpark.

Run 1420

Date 30-Jun-02

Hare Timbo

Venue  Blackheath

On On The Villagers

SSA (Old) 102 A4 New ??

OS (186) 037462

ALL  RUNS  START AT 11 AM  SHARP!

1421 07-Jul Nikki Clarke TBA

1422 14-Jul Gibber TBA

1423 21-Jul Tosser Bagshott

1424 28-Jul Sister Anna Westcott

1425 04-Aug Ever-Ready TBA

1426 11-Aug Clever Trevor CT-Assembly room

Mad Marlon’s Musings:
(30 Useful(?) things he learnt in April !!!)

7. In Canada, 0.3 percent of road accidents involve moose.
8. “Excessive golfing dwarfs the intellect” - Sir Walter
Simpson, The Art Of Golf, 1887.
9. Shoelaces were invented in 1790.
to be continued....


